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	If you want to mirror this server contact me first. It'll save time.


	If your browser is warning you about the SSL certificate, ignore it. Self-signed (and >380 day) certificates are perfectly valid and making users think they are dangerous is maladaptive. 


	


Comment System

Type, "/@say/Your message here." after the end of any URL on my site and hit enter to leave a comment. You can view them here. An example would be,

	http://superkuh.com/rtlsdr.html/@say/This is a comment.
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Webmention and Pingback are both accepted (http://superkuh.com/webmention)
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		Interests

			RTLSDR/GNU Radio

		
	70-1000 MHz Radio Archive
				Frequency hopping scans, directory list, an example.


		
	Planar PCB Radio Filters	Dual-Coupled Combline Bandstop
	Stepped Impedance Bandstop
	Defected Ground Structure Open-Loop and Split-Ring Resonator Bandpasses
	Tunable Open-Loop Resonator Bandpass
	Tunable Combline Bandpass
	Substrated Integrated Waveguide Coaxial Cavity Bandpass



		
	11 GHz Interferometer
				Resources


		
	Broadband Antenna

		
	Pyroelectric Particle Acceleration
				Resources


		
	Spiral Antenna
				Resources


		

 

		Other

			TkTTS
			
A Gnome2/Nautilus-script GUI frontend for text to speech apps. Includes a few extra text processing utilities. Screenshot.


		
			epub2text
			
I wrote this because I didn't know about calibre's ebook-convert cli functionality. It is not good at what it does. Use ebook-covert.


		
			LLaMAr: AI IRC Chat Bot
			
A perl IRC client that acts as a front-end chatbot interface for a locally run AI LLM model.


		
		
			Host googleapis ajax locally
	opera-sessions-to-tab-number.pl
			
This prints the number of tabs in every browser session file in a directory. It reads both Opera text and binary session file formats <12.x and Firefox session files.


		
			Conical Spiral Antenna
	Biconical Antenna w/tensegrity prism
	Archery Target 5.8 GHz Antenna
	K-Antenna TEM horn
	Dense Plasma Focus
				Resources


		
	nginx bandwidth throttling
	Debian menu on MATE
	Ubuntu 14.04 AMD GPU Monero mining guide
	Ubuntu 10.04 ATI Bitcoin mining guide
	Compile OpenParsec on Ubuntu 10.04
	Tunnel DNS over SSH w/Opera on linux
	Skins and Scrobbling with Audacious 2.x
	OpticsPlanet, Inc: Scammers
	ASUS VH236H monitor repair




	
		Good Books
	
			Rodolfo R Llinás - I of the Vortex: From Neurons to Self
		
		
	Alexandre T Filippov - The Versatile Soliton
	Ichiro Sunagawa - Crystals: Growth, Morphology, and Perfection
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	Legal Bullshit

	DMCA Requests


	Terms of Use:

	 You may not access or use the site superkuh.com if you are under 90 years of age. If you do not agree then you must leave now.
 

	The US Dept. of Justice has determined that violating a website's terms of service is a felony under CFAA 1030(a)2(c). Under this same law I can declare that you may only use one IP address to access this site; circumvention is a felony. Absurd, isn't it?


It is my policy to regularly delete server logs. I don't log at all for the tor onion service.


bellcop.


search. (via google)
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		blog
	
	
		About

		I enjoy recursion, dissipating local energy gradients, lipid bilayers, particle acceleration, heliophysics instrumentation and generally anything with a high rate of change in electrical current. This site is a combination of my efforts to archive what I find interesting and my shoddy attempts to implement it as cheap as possible.




		Recent Music


		np: Tegan And Sara - Come On


		Recently Read

			James Tiptree Jr - Brightness Falls from the Air
	C Robert Cargill - Day Zero
	Fritz Leiber - A Pail of Air
	Marina J Lostetter - Noumenon, Noumenon Infinity, Noumenon Ultra
	Christopher Priest - An Infinite Summer
	Isaac Asimov - Hostess
	Gregory Benford - Timescape
	Travis S Taylor and Les Johnson - Saving Proxima
	Hugh Howey - Beacon 23
	Lavie Tidhar - Central Station
	Michael Swanwick - Bones of the Earth
	Scott Meyer - Out of Spite, Out of Mind
	Michael Siemsen - Exigency
	David Walton - The Genius Plague
	Joan Slonczewski - Brain Plague
	Greg Egan - Light Up The Clouds
	Larry Niven - A World Out of Time



		
RSS Feeds I Read (opml)



		
RSS Feeds I Read (html)


		Contact

		I get all email sent to @superkuh.com

		Make-up any address *@superkuh.com

		If I don't respond check your "spam" folder. Megacorps like google used to mark me as spam.
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		IRC as 'superkuh'

			Libera
	Freenode (dead)
	Undernet
	OFTC
	ShadowWorld
	Quakenet
	EFNet
	DALnet
	EsperNet
	SlashNET
	Hackint
	Starchat (dead)
	Chatspike
	P2P-Net
	GIMPNet
	GeekShed
	GameSurge
	Snoonet
	Rizon
	IRCHighway
	The-Agency
	MBRnet
	Darenet
	SynIRC
	irc.pine64.org
	irc.scpwiki.com
	ergo.chat


		Matrix as @diesuperkuh : matrix.org

		Hotline/KDX as superkuh

		ICQ as 17073181 and 22018234

		AIM as diesuperkuh

		MSN as diesuperkuh @ hotmail.com

		

		

		
	


